Because of their increasing popularity, Internet information services such as the Web, Internet FTP archives, and Network News, replicate their servers to improve availability, response time, and fault tolerance.
Introduction
Replication is a well-known technique to improve distributed systems performance. As the popularity of Internet information services increase, they replicate their data in servers This reearch was funded in part by ARPA contract number DABT63-93-C-0052, AFOSR award number F49620-93-1-0082, NSF NYI award NCR-9457518, and NSF small-scale infrastructure grant number CDA-9216321. y scattered throughout the Internet's thousands of administrative domains to achieve adequate response time and availability.
Although existing replication mechanisms are correct and keep replicas consistent, they do not scale in today's internetworks. Section 1.2 overviews existing replication mechanisms. We proposed and implemented an architecture for e cient replication of wide-area, autonomously managed services. We target replication degrees of thousands of weakly consistent replicas. The resulting replication tool, which we call ood-d 1 , extends existing replication algorithms to use multiple replication groups. Flood-d delivers an update to all of a service's replicas in all of the replication groups. It oods updates along a logical update topology. For each replication group, ood-d computes a logical update topology that is resilient to server and link failure and attempts to minimize both communication cost and propagation time when transmitting updates.
Flood-d's approach to e cient data propagation relies on computing logical update topologies based on the estimated state of the underlying network and participating sites. In our implementation, ood-d periodically measures available bandwidth and propagation delay among participating sites. Estimates collected at each site are gathered into a cost matrix which ood-d uses to compute the logical topology connecting these sites. A separate paper 18] reports the design and implementation of ood-d, as well as preliminary experimental performance results.
Flood-d was originally targeted at improving the performance of replicated information services including replicated databases, and distributed information dissemination services, such as the Web 1] and Internet archives. However, more recently developed applications, most of which sparked by the Internet's exponential growth, can also bene t from oodd's services. For instance, network and server load information are critical for distributed computation management tools like Globus 7] and PRM 17] . Internet cache hierarchies such as Harvest 3] and Squid 25] can also use ood-d's network and server load information to con gure their cache servers. Flood-d's logical topologies can be tailored to t the requirements of di erent distributed applications. In the case of replicated information services, ood-d generates fault-tolerant topologies that try to minimize both update propagation cost and time. Logical topologies for distributed computation management tools can simply connect participating sites with a pre-speci ed number of closeby, well-connected, lightly-loaded computation resources.
In this paper, we describe ood-d's architecture and present the results of a simulation study of ood-d's performance. We study di erent points in the design space of replication algorithms and show the bene ts of using multiple replication groups and propagating updates over a cost-based logical topology. We start by brie y reviewing information service consistency requirements and examining existing replication algorithms.
Information Service Consistency
Group communication mechanisms for wide-area, replicated information services should not trade availability and response time for globally ordered delivery 8]. On one hand, these services need to guarantee that replicas eventually converge to a consistent, updated state during both normal operation and when recovering from network partition and server or link failures. On the other hand, they need not compromise their availability and response time and incur the extra overhead of strong consistency protocols. Grapevine 24] , the Global Name Service 12] , and Usenet News (or Netnews for short) 11] use weak consistency replication mechanisms.
For these reasons, we built ood-d to support asynchronous, weak-consistency replication.
What Current Algorithms Lack
As existing naming services and distributed le systems have demonstrated, the problem of replicating data that can be partitioned into autonomously managed subspaces has wellknown solutions. Naming services such as the Domain Name Service (DNS) 14, 15] organize their name space hierarchically according to well-de ned administrative boundaries. They also use these administrative boundaries to partition their name space into several domains, which only need to be replicated in a handful of servers to meet adequate performance. In fact, in 4], we show that over 85% of second level domains in the DNS hierarchy are replicated at most three times, while 100% of these domains use at most 7 replicas. In the same study, we also show that more than 90% of DNS's second-level domains store less than 1,000 entries. Because of the limited domain sizes and small number of replicas, DNS's primary-copy replication scheme performs quite adequately.
Similarly, distributed le systems organize their le space hierarchically, where intermediate nodes are directories and leaf nodes are les. Like LOCUS 21], Andrew-AFS 2 16, 10] , and Coda 23], distributed le systems use locality of reference to partition their le space into directory subtrees. File servers replicate a subset of les in a directory subtree. Both LOCUS and Andrew provide read-only le replication, while Coda uses distributed updates to keep its read-write le replicas weakly consistent.
E cient massive replication of wide-area, at, autonomously managed data is yet to be demonstrated. Existing replication solutions, such as Grapevine, the Clearinghouse, and the Global Name Service, do not scale because they manage single, at groups of replicas. While this is appropriate for applications with 20 to 30 replicas that operate within single administrative boundaries, it is unrealistic for wide-area, massively replicated services whose replicas spread throughout the Internet's thousands of administrative domains.
We also argue that e cient replication algorithms ood data between replicas. Note that the ooding scheme that we propose di ers from network-level ooding as used by routing algorithms: ooding at the network level simply follows the network's physical topology and ood updates throughout all physical links of the network. Instead, the replicas ood data to their logical neighbor or peer replicas. Although the word \ ooding" sounds ine cient, we claim that the application-level ooding scheme that we propose does use network bandwidth e ciently.
Because layered network protocols hide the network topology from application programs, replicas themselves cannot select their ooding peers to optimize use of the network. Both Grapevine and its commercial successor, the Clearinghouse 20] ignore network and update topology. The Global Name Service assumes the existence of a single administrator who hand-con gures the topology over which updates travel. The Global Name Service administrator places replicas in a Hamiltonian cycle, and recon gures the ring when replicas are added or removed. As the number of replicas grows and replicas spread beyond single administrative boundaries, frequently recon guring the ring becomes impractical.
Golding modi ed Grapevine's consistency maintenance protocol to eliminate its garbage collection problems. He named the modi ed algorithm Timestamped Anti-Entropy (TSAE) Protocol and used it to build a replicated, distributed bibliographic database system 8]. Like other replication algorithms, TSAE oods updates. Periodically, a replica starts an anti-entropy session, in which it selects a peer to exchange updates. Through these antientropy sessions, the TSAE protocol ensures that replicas eventually converge to a consistent state during normal operation or when recovering from link or replica failure, and network partitions. However, like the other replication mechanisms, TSAE was not designed to scale to thousands of autonomous replicas spread throughout the Internet's autonomously administered domains.
Netnews also employs ooding to distribute updates among its thousands of replicas. Like the Global Name Service, NNTP site administrators hand-con gure their logical ooding topology. Since obtaining current physical topology information is di cult in today's Internet, system administrators frequently confer with one another to plan changes in the logical ooding topology. They try to keep up with the dynamics of the underlying physical topology, which becomes increasingly harder as the Internet's scale and complexity increases.
Other Internet information services such as the Web 1], archie 6], Gopher 13] , and FTP archives also replicate their data for better performance. For consistency most services mirror their replicas o of a primary site or use a manually con gured mirroring topology.
Multicast
IP multicast and reliable multicast transport protocols are often considered a good foundation on which to build data replication protocols.
IP multicasting 5] delivers best-e ort datagrams to a group of hosts sharing a single multicast address. It relies on transport-level protocols for reliability and sequencing.
While real-time applications like voice and video teleconferencing are delay-sensitive but can live with data losses, updating the database of an information service require message delivery, crash recovery, and eventual database consistency. A reliable transport protocol based on IP multicasting cannot meet these requirements. In particular, it can not solve the consistency problem raised when replicas temporarily crash or when IP routers crash and lose state crucial to reliable, multipoint delivery. In such cases, the application itself must re-establish consistency.
Recall the end-to-end argument in layered design 22]; functions that can only be completely and correctly implemented by the application should be moved into the application. Since replicas of an information service need to perform application-level consistency checks anyway, ood-d, does not rely on a reliable, multicast transport protocol, although it can exploit it where available.
Outline
In this paper, we describe ood-d and present the results of the simulation study we conducted to evaluate ood-d's performance. The next section describes how ood-d estimates the physical network and computes the logical topologies over which updates propagate e ciently and timely. Sections 4 and 5 present simulation results that show the bene ts of organizing servers into smaller replication groups and of using network-cognizant logical topologies to propagate updates. Finally, in Section 6, we exploit the use of multicast routing as the primary update propagation mechanism and show the communication cost gains of performing end-to-end consistency exchanges over ood-d's logical topology.
Flood-d
Using aggregation to improve the scalability properties of distributed systems is a well-known technique. Flood-d extends weak consistency, ooding-based replication protocols to allow replicas to be clustered into multiple, autonomously administered replication groups. Floodd's replication groups imitate the Internet's administrative domain hierarchy. Organizing replicas into groups limits the size of the consistency state that each replica keeps and reduces the time to reach consistency among replicas of a service.
Having multiple replication groups also preserves autonomy, since administrative decisions of one group, such as its connectivity or when it should be split in two, do not a ect other groups. Also, it insulates groups from topological rearrangements of their neighboring groups and from most of the network tra c associated with group membership. Every group replica periodically measures available bandwidth and communication latency to the other group members. Since ood-d performs end-to-end measurements, they account for both network and server load. Based on these estimates, ood-d's logical topology calculator builds a low communication cost, limited diameter, fault-tolerant logical update topology for the group. The topology's diameter corresponds to the maximum distance that updates need to travel. Flood-d re-computes the group's topology whenever it detects changes in group membership and the underlying physical topology.
By automating the process of building update topologies among replicas of a service, the proposed architecture not only o oads logical topology decisions from system administrators but also adapts to group membership and network topology changes automatically. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between logical topologies and the underlying physical network. The left-hand gure shows three overlapping replication groups and their logical update topologies. The right-hand gure shows the physical network topology and the logical update topology built on top of it for the three replication groups in the left-hand gure. By using the low-cost, limited-diameter logical update topologies ood-d builds, replicas make e cient use of the physical network, while limiting delays when propagating updates. Furthermore, by periodically re-computing its update topologies using current replica's network estimates, ood-d adapts to group membership and network topology changes. We should point out that using logical update topologies does not circumvent Internet routing.
Groups and Network Topology

Consistency Between Groups
Consistency between replication groups is maintained as easily as it is between members of a group. Representative individual replicas, or border replicas, belong to multiple groups.
For example, replica N in Figure 1 is a border replicas between the three replication groups shown. Since replicas ood updates to their neighbors in the logical topology, updates in one group make their way to all groups.
Although network node and link failures may result in network partitions, and permanent node failures and group membership changes may introduce temporary inconsistencies, they are eventually resolved as long as our tool keeps the nodes connected.
Consistency State Size
Each server running a replication protocol needs to maintain consistency state. In particular, TSAE replicas must store all object updates from all other participating replicas, so that they only exchange missing updates and purge their state correctly. This requires O(rn) space, where r is the group size and n is the number of unpurged update log entries. When a TSAE replica realizes that all group members have received an update, the replica purges the corresponding update log entry.
By aggregating replicas into g groups, the size of a replica's consistency state decreases to O((r=g)n). In other words, replicas only keep state for replicas within their own group.
Border replicas also need to keep an aggregate state for each group and hence maintain O((r=g + g)n) state.
Besides limiting a replica's consistency state, replication groups also preserve autonomy by insulating groups against administrative decisions from neighboring, autonomously administered groups. They also limit network tra c associated with group membership.
Implementation
Flood-d provides a logical update topology computation service that other applications can use. For instance, to replicate Harvest 2] servers, whose data is organized as a directory tree, mirror-d 19], our weak consistent le archiver, propagates updates according to ood-d's current topology. Other Internet services, such as Web servers and FTP archives can also bene t from ood-d's services; they can use ood-d's logical update topologies to replicate their data e ciently.
Estimate Collection
A ood-d replica periodically performs round-trip time (RTT) and bandwidth estimation between itself and other members of the group. Over time, a site builds estimates of RTT and available bandwidth to all other members of the group.
For RTT estimates, a replica sends a UDP packet containing a timestamp to a randomlyselected group member. When a ood-d receives such a packet it simply sends the packet back to the originator. The returned packet is then used to estimate the RTT between oodd's. Similarly to RTT estimation, a ood-d replica estimates bandwidth by periodically choosing a random site and sending a block of data to that site. The default block size is 32 KBytes. Available bandwidth is de ned as the bandwidth = bytes sent=(time last byte ? time first byte )
The times at which the destination replica received the rst and last bytes are given by time first byte and time last byte respectively. In order to build up a base of statistics more quickly, bandwidth is measured both when data is sent or received. Bandwidth estimation is performed whenever the data transfer meets or exceeds the bandwidth block size. While these means of collecting statistics are admittedly not very precise, they serve our purposes well enough.
When computing the actual estimates to report to the group master, previous history is taken into account. This prevents adapting to transient changes. The damping e ect is computed as follows: new estimate = old estimate + (1 ? ) current estimate where old estimate is the previously reported estimate, and current estimate is the estimate just measured. The damping rate is set according to how much weight is given to past history. Currently we set to 0.90.
To build up group estimates as quickly as possible, the periodic estimation algorithm \fast-starts" by performing more frequent estimates when ood-d rst starts. Over time, the estimation process slows down to reduce the impact of bandwidth and RTT estimates on network utilization.
There is an obvious tradeo between the ability of the system to adapt to network conditions and the amount of overhead incurred by bandwidth and RTT estimation. Large groups will need to perform more estimation than small groups. This di erence is not linear since a n-replica group performs O(n 2 ) estimates.
The end-to-end bandwidth and RTT estimates take into account the actual load on the servers involved. Measurements done at the network level might be more accurate in terms of the actual network statistics, but they do not re ect the actual delay and bandwidth seen by the application. For instance, the fact that a server tends to be heavily loaded is just as important as network congestion as far as applications are concerned.
The master collects estimates reported by group members into a cost matrix for the group, which is then used to compute the group's current logical update topology. Each entry C i j in the cost matrix corresponds to the communication cost between nodes i and j, which is given by B i j=D i j, where B i j and D i j are the estimated bandwidth and RTT between i and j, respectively.
Topology Calculation
Flood-d generates logical update topologies by invoking a topology generator. The current topology generator uses as input the estimated cost matrix and the connectivity requirement k. It computes a minimum cost spanning tree with extra edges to provide redundancy in the event of link failure and to decrease the graph's diameter. The algorithm rst computes a minimum spanning tree connecting all the nodes, and then, for each node whose degree d is less than the required connectivity k, adds the current cheapest edge until d = k. We are currently using k = 2.
A simulated annealing algorithm to construct k-connected, low edge-cost, low diameter graphs is described and evaluated in 19]. The master then oods the new topology to all group members. Topology update messages also contain the current group membership. When a replica receives a topology update, it oods the new topology according to the current topology before committing the new topology.
Membership and Multiple Groups
When a new site joins a group, it sends a join request to an existing group member. When the request is received by the selected group member, the request is ooded out to all replicas in the group. A site is not part of the the group until the master distributes a new topology that contains the site. This naturally gives the master control over group membership.
As soon as a replica receives a join request from a site, it adds the new site to the list of known sites and starts collecting network estimates for that site. The site is not o cially added to a group until the master distributes a new topology. When the master distributes the new topology it also distributes the de nitions of the sites in the group. A ood-d replica can be a member of more than one group.
There is no protocol for leaving the group. Sites leave a replication group silently; after a pre-determined period of time, if a site has not been heard from, it is simply dropped from the group. This silence period is con gurable and is currently set to 1 hour. Setting the silence period should take into account other group parameters such as the RTT time and bandwidth estimation periods, as well as the estimate reporting period.
Simulator
We simulated Golding's TSAE protocol to demonstrate the bene ts of aggregating replicas into multiple, smaller replication groups and propagating updates over a network-cognizant logical topology. We used the following simulation parameters:
Group size: number of replicas in a group. We simulated 25-, 50-, 100-, and 200-replica groups. Mean update rate: de nes the average rate at which replicas generate updates. Note that replica consistency state size grows with the number of updates generated. Mean anti-entropy rate: de nes the average rate at which replicas engage in state exchanges. Recall that a TSAE replica periodically chooses another replica to compare consistency state, and exchange the missing updates. More frequent state exchanges result in updates propagating and being garbage-collected faster. The anti-entropy rate in our simulations was set by default to be half the update rate. Mean up time: de nes the average time replicas stay up. Longer down times mean that updates will take longer to get everywhere and to be purged. In our simulations, replicas were up 99.9% of the time by default.
The replica mean update rate was set so that a replication group generates 20,000 updates during a simulation run. Note that in order to keep the group update and anti-entropy rates constant as group size increases, we had to decrease the replica update and anti-entropy rates accordingly 3 .
A simulation run starts by creating as many replica processes as speci ed by the group size parameter. Each replica schedules update generation and state exchange events at time intervals that are uniformly distributed around the mean update and anti-entropy rates, respectively. In the simulations in Sections 4 and 5, when a replica generates an update, it adds it to its update log. Since these simulations use point-to-point exchange, updates propagated only via anti-entropy sessions. Our simulator did not model TSAE update processing time. When replicas exchanged updates, the simulator updated the corresponding data structures.
The simulations in Section 6 used multicast as the primary update propagation mechanism. This means that when an update was generated, it was sent to all group replicas via multicast subject to a given drop rate. No propagation or transmission delay was modeled. Point-to-point, anti-entropy exchanges were used to propagate missing updates. A more detailed discussion of the multicast model used is presented in Section 6.
Replicas stay up during time intervals uniformly distributed around the mean up time parameter. During the time a replica is down, it does not schedule update generation or state exchange events. It cannot be used as anti-entropy partner by other replicas.
In section 4, we show how replication group size, anti-entropy rate, and replica down time a ect the size of TSAE's consistency state, the time to propagate updates to all group members, and the time to learn that all group members have received an update. Note that a replica can only purge an update from its consistency state when it learns that all other replicas received that update. This study is worse case; it modeled pure end-to-end TSAE algorithm, not update propagation via ood-d's logical update topology. This means that when performing an anti-entropy session, a TSAE replica chooses another replica at random.
The simulations in Section 5 incorporate the notion of a logical topology for propagating updates. We assign communication costs to the logical links between each pair of replicas, and contrast random and cost-based anti-entropy partner selection policies. The results show how these partner selection policies impact the cost and the time to propagate updates for di erent replication group sizes.
Finally, the simulations in Section 6 use multicast as TSAE's primary update propagation mechanism and show the gains of performing end-to-end state exchanges using ood-d's topology.
In the graphs shown in Sections 4, 5, and 6, each point corresponds to the average of a sequence of 10 simulation runs where all parameters were kept constant.
Replication Groups
We should point out that the goal of these simulations is not to nd the optimal group size. Rather, they show the e ects of di erent group sizes on the performance of replication algorithms.
Consistency State Size and Propagation Time
In these simulations, we varied the replication group size and kept all the other simulation parameters constant. The x-axis in Figure 2 represents simulation run time in multiples of the mean time between updates.
The top graph of Figure 2 shows how the average consistency state size for di erent sized replication groups varied during a simulation run. The average consistency size is computed by averaging the consistency state size of all replicas in the group. Let us assume that an information service's database is replicated at 200 sites. If replicas are con gured in a single, at replication group, they need to keep state for each individual replica. Decomposing the original at, 200-replica group into two groups of 100 replicas each results in smaller replica consistency state. As groups get smaller, so does the replica consistency state. Note that the consistency state grows as replicas generate new updates, and as these updates propagate to the group. The consistency state shrinks as replicas purge updates that have been received by all other replicas in the group. This explains the oscillation in the average consistency state size over time.
The middle and bottom graphs in Figure 2 show the cumulative distribution of the time required to propagate an update consistently to all replicas and the time required for all replicas to purge their consistency state. As expected, as the group gets bigger, it takes longer for an update to get to all replicas in the group. This explains the large di erence in the consistency state size shown in the top graph. When replicas are organized in multiple, smaller groups, once the update reaches a group, it propagates faster to the rest of the group members, and the nodes in this group can purge their consistency state. Of course, this does not change the total time to propagate the message to every node in every group. Furthermore, for bigger groups, the slopes of these distributions also get smoother. This means that smaller groups achieve a consistent state and can purge updates sooner. 
Anti-Entropy Rate
The next set of results show how the consistency state size and the time to propagate updates and acknowledgments scale with the anti-entropy rate for di erent group sizes. In Figures  3, 4 , and 5, group anti-entropy rates are twice and equal to the group update rate in the top and bottom graphs, respectively. The other simulation parameters were kept constant. The x-axis in these gures represents simulation run time in multiples of the mean time between updates. Figure 3 shows that as state exchanges get less frequent, saving network resources, consistency state sizes get bigger. Note that keeping replication groups small attenuates the e ects of less frequent state exchanges.
The anti-entropy rate also impacts the time it takes for updates and acknowledgments to propagate to all replicas. Figures 4 and 5 show that less frequent state exchanges cause updates and acknowledgments to propagate slower. Note how it takes 2 to 3 times more time to purge state than it does to reach consistency. Again, small groups reduce the impact of less frequent anti-entropy sessions.
Replica Availability
Figures 6, 7, and 8 show how consistency state size, time to propagate updates and acknowledgments vary with replica availability for di erent group sizes. In all three gures, replicas stay up 99% and 90% of the time in the top and bottom graphs, respectively. The other simulation parameters were kept constant. The x-axis in these gures represents simulation run time in multiples of the mean time between updates. Figure 6 shows that lower replica availability increases the consistency state size considerably. However, having small replication groups minimizes the low replica availability e ect signi cantly. Consequently, the argument for having smaller replication groups becomes even stronger in an environment like the Internet, where site and link failures are reasonably frequent.
As shown in Figures 7 and 8 , lower availability also causes longer delays in propagating items to all members of a group. Note that a di erence of less than 10% in availability has a huge impact on the group convergence time. This is specially true for bigger groups, and it means that not only will replicas take longer to converge to a consistent state, but also that they will take longer to purge their message logs. Again, clustering replicas into smaller groups reduces the e ect of lower site or link availability.
There is a tradeo in selecting the size of replication groups. The simulations in this section showed that smaller groups reduce the consistency state replicas need to keep as well as the time to reach consistency within the group and the time to purge updates from the replicas' consistency state. Smaller groups also reduce the e ects of less frequent state exchanges and lower replica availability. Further, groups that are too large are expensive to maintain. If group management is automated by using a tool like ood-d, the di erence in the cost of maintaining larger groups can be measured by the increase in the overhead of collecting communication cost estimates and computing the group's logical topology.
However, if groups are too small so that g >> r, where g is the number of groups and r is the total number of replicas, it defeats the purpose of aggregation. The amount of state that a group needs to keep about other groups increases with the number of groups. Since the number of replicas in a group is small, replica consistency state is dominated by state they need to keep about other groups.
Logical Topology
Besides allowing replicas to be organized into multiple replication groups, ood-d also suggests good logical topologies that replicas can use to propagate updates. These logical update topologies attempt to use the underlying network e ciently and at the same time, reduce update propagation time. In this section, we show the e ects of using topological information on the overall cost of propagating updates in replication groups of di erent sizes. We compare two di erent partner selection policies: random, in which a replica randomly chooses another replica to exchange consistency state, and cost-based, in which the peer with the minimum cost link is selected.
To assign communication costs to links, we use NTG 9], a random topology generator, to generate logical topologies for replication groups of di erent sizes. We feed the topology generator with the group size, average node degree, and link bandwidths. The topology generator randomly places nodes on a plane, and connects them with links whose costs are the ratio between link bandwidth and physical distance between nodes. We used uniform link bandwidths, which means that link cost is a function of physical distance only. The resulting logical topology is represented by a fully connected, symmetric cost matrix 4 .
For these experiments, we added another parameter to our simulator: partner selection policy, which allows us to select between random and cost-based anti-entropy partner selection. The simulations in Section 4 used random partner selection, which means that replicas selected anti-entropy partners at random. Cost-based selection uses the logical topology's cost matrix to select an anti-entropy partner. Besides partner selection policy, we also vary group size. All other simulation parameters were kept constant.
The top graph in Figure 9 plots the cumulative probability distribution of the total communication cost for propagating updates to all members in a group of 50 replicas using random and cost-based partner selection policies. The total cost for propagating an update to all replicas is the sum of the costs of all the logical links the update traversed. These distributions show that it costs at least 3 times less to propagate updates when replicas choose their peers based on communication cost instead of randomly selecting them. For these simulations, each replica chooses its 3 lowest-cost peers, and each time the replica performs an anti-entropy session, it randomly chooses among these 3 previously selected peers. In other words, we generate a logical update topology in which replicas have connectivity degree of 3.
As replication groups get bigger, the discrepancy between cost-based and random peer selection policies increases. The middle and bottom graphs of Figure 9 show the cost distributions for 100-and 200-replica groups. Notice that for a group with 200 replicas, the cost-based approach is approximately 7 times cheaper than choosing peers at random. Figure 9 : Cumulative probability distributions for the total cost of propagating updates to all replicas using cost-based and random partner selection policies for di erent group sizes. In cost-based propagation, the replica's connectivity degree is 3. Figure 10 : Cumulative probability distributions for the time to propagate updates to all replicas using cost-based and random partner selection policies for di erent group sizes. In cost-based propagation, the replica's connectivity degree is 3.
We also evaluate how partner selection policies a ect the time to propagate items to all replicas. Figure 10 presents the cumulative probability distributions for propagating updates to all replicas for di erent group sizes. We notice that items take longer to propagate to all replicas when the cost-based partner selection policy is used. This can be explained by the following arguments. First, since link costs remain constant during the whole simulation, the set of partners that a replica chooses using cost-based selection is always the same. In the random selection approach, however, each replica can select any other replica in its group with whom to exchange consistency state. Thus, each replica has connectivity degree of n ? 1, where n is the group size. The other argument is that the logical topology generated in the cost-based approach does not take diameter into account.
In the next set of simulations, we increase the replica's logical connectivity and observe what happens to the total cost and the time to propagate updates. The connectivity is set to 10% of the group size, which means that every time a replica performs an anti-entropy session, it randomly chooses one among its 0:1n lowest-cost peers, where n is the replication group size. Figures 11 and 12 show the total cost and the time to propagate updates to all replicas in groups of di erent sizes. For cost-based propagation, there is a slight increase in cost for groups of 50 replicas when compared to the 3-connected case ( Figure 9 ). For larger groups, the di erence in cost between the 0:1n-and the 3-connected cases increases, since more expensive logical links are being used. On the other hand, because of the higher connectivity, the di erence in time to propagate updates to all replicas using cost-based and random selection policies decreases when compared to the 3-connected case ( Figure 10 ). Notice that for random propagation, both the communication cost (in Figures 9 and 11 ) and the time to propagate updates (in Figures 10 and 12) remain the same.
Exploiting Internet Multicast
These simulations answer the following question: assuming that multicasting is the primary update propagation mechanism, what are the bene ts of performing the end-to-end consistency state exchanges over a logical topology that tries to use the underlying physical network e ciently, and, at the same time, reduce update propagation time? Applicationlevel state exchanges with randomly selected peers serve as a basis for comparison.
We modi ed our simulator to multicast updates to all replicas in a group. We use a very simple multicast model. When a replica generates an update, this update propagates to the other replicas via multicast subject to some drop rate. We use the multicast drop rate as one of the simulation parameters to determine whether a given update will be dropped or received by all members of a replication group. Periodic anti-entropy exchanges will x inconsistencies which the underlying propagation mechanism could not resolve.
These set of simulations record the total communication cost incurred to propagate missing messages through application-level consistency state exchanges (anti-entropy). These state exchanges use 2 di erent policies to select anti-entropy partners: cost-based and random. Similarly to the experiments in Section 5, we use NTG to generate random logical topologies and assign costs to their links. While the random selection policy picks antientropy partners at random, the cost-based policy chooses from a subset containing replicas with minimum link cost. The size of the selection set is 10% of the replication group size. Note that the bigger this selection set, the more high cost links it contains, and the higher the overall cost for propagating messages.
The graphs in Figure 13 show how the overall cost to propagate updates to all replicas in a group scales with the multicast drop rate for di erent group sizes. Besides partner selection policy and group size, all other simulation parameters were kept constant. As expected, the higher the multicast drop rate, the more evident the bene ts of xing inconsistencies using a cost-based partner selection policy as opposed to random partner selection.
Furthermore, the larger the replication group, the larger the discrepancy in cost between Figure 11 : Cumulative probability distributions for the total cost of propagating updates to all replicas using cost-based and random partner selection policies for di erent group sizes. In cost-based propagation, the replica's connectivity degree is 10% of the group size. Figure 12 : Cumulative probability distributions for the time to propagate updates to all replicas using cost-based and random partner selection policies for di erent group sizes. In cost-based propagation, the replica's connectivity degree is 10% of the group size.
cost-based and random partner selection policies. This is due to the fact that in larger groups, updates need to travel more logical hops to get to all replicas.
The set of graphs in Figure 14 show how the overall communication cost to propagate updates to all replicas using cost-based and random partner selection policies scale with di erent update rates. In the middle and bottom graphs, the update rate is twice and four times higher than the top graph's update rate. In all graphs, we plot communication cost as a function of the multicast drop rate and use a replication group size of 100 replicas.
We observe that for higher update rates the discrepancy in cost between cost-based and random update propagation increases. This means that the higher the update rates, the higher the communication cost reduction if, instead of using a random propagation policy, updates are propagated over a cost-based logical topology.
Multicast Modeling Considerations
The simple multicast model we used yielded a pessimistic scenario for multicast routing. We assumed pure IP multicasting without any transport-level reliability. Without a reliable transport service atop unreliable multicast, reliability detection and recovery is fully performed at the application level.
Modeling multicast unreliability by using arbitrary drop rates is an over-simplifying assumption. We used Bernoulli distributions to determine whether a given update is to be dropped or successfully multicast. Besides using arbitrary Bernoulli probabilities, we also assumed that either all replicas in a group receive an update or none of them receive it.
Making these assumptions means that more application-level exchanges need to be done to x inconsistencies left by the lower-level protocols. However, the relative savings in communication cost when using cost-based instead of random update propagation would still be the same, had we not made the above assumptions.
We also assumed that every update message can be propagated as a single IP multicast packet. In other words, instead of simulating packet multicasting, we simulated update message multicasting, which is not realistic for applications like a replicated le archive service. An update message in a replicated le archive may generate hundreds of packets.
Conclusions
This paper described and evaluated ood-d, a tool that supports scalable and e cient replication of Internet information services through application-layer ooding of data.
Flood-d automatically builds logical update topologies that attempt to use network and server resources e ciently and attempt to propagate updates quickly and robustly. It allows replicas to be organized into replication groups, analogous to the Internet's autonomous routing domains.
Organizing replicas into multiple, smaller groups is crucial for wide-area internet services. Having multiple groups permits autonomous management of group topology and group membership. Our simulation results showed that the smaller the group, the smaller the size of the replica's consistency state. We also showed that smaller groups mitigate the e ects of less frequent state exchanges and higher failure rates.
Through simulations, we also demonstrated the communication cost gains of propagating updates using a cost-based topology versus random propagation. If internet multicast is used to propagate updates, we also report savings in communication cost when doing end-to-end consistency checks over a cost-based topology as opposed to randomly selecting peers.
We anticipate that a range of existing and upcoming distributed applications including Internet information services and distributed and parallel computation management tools will bene t from ood-d's network estimation and logical topology computation services. Figure 14: Total communication cost for propagating messages to all members of a 100-replica group as a function of the multicast drop rate using cost-based and random partner selection policies. The middle and bottom graphs use update rates 2 and 4 times higher than the top graph, respectively.
